Introduction
Let f(£) be a holomorphic funotion in the unit disk KcC. By h we denote a oomplex function defined at a some domain A cC^. S.S.Miller and P.T.Mocanu indicated (see [l] ) the conditions which should be satisfied by the function h in order that the inequality ref(£)>0 resulted from the inequality re h(f(£), Cf (£), £ 2 f"(£))>0.
In the present paper the authors extend this result to holomorphic functions of many variables.
Let z = (z 1f ... t z J and r = (r 1 ,... ,r n ). Let P«, = = |zeC n : 'Sk'^id» ^ = 1 » ,, *» n } an <i i* 1 particular P={zeC n : Iz fc I < 1, k = 1,...,nJ.
We shall oonsider the family H p of the holomorphic functions P : P -»C • Let DF(z)(w) denote the value of the first differential of the function P at the point z on the vectors w and let D F(z)(w,w) denote the value of the second differential at the point z on the vectors w and w, where w = (w 1 ,...,v ). where r fc = I z^I, k = 1.. f n and ,<P n are arbitrary real numbers. Let
The main results of this
where R and $ are real functions of the real variables
It is easy to see that
Prom the condition (2) and the notations (5) and (6) it follows that the function R attains a local maximum at the point (<fj,...,tf ). Hence we have (7) and
We shall now prove, that For this purpose let us consider the function
From the maximum principle for the modulus of the holomorphic function of many variables it follows that F(z) 0, therefore the function G is holomorphic on P. Moreover, G(0)=0 and, according to (2) Therefore we obtain
Hence taking into consideration the inequality (3), which was already proved, we can obtain the inequality (4J.
Before we formulate the next theorem, we shall prove the following lemma.
Lemma. Let g,g: K--C , g(0) = a, be an univalent an<5 iiDlomorphic function without at mo3t one point Ct I iT I = 1, which is a single pole. Let f const, f(0) = a ...,r n e n ) e P for which It is easy to see that the function F of (12) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1 and so for the function P inequalities (3) and (4) hold.
At the same time we can see that
re D^lUHiAl + 1 > m r6 fiftM^ satisfies the assumptions of the lemma. Since the function g maps the unit disk K on to half-plane s rei;>re f(z)} t so f(I) e g(|£J= 1) for zeP and according to (15) we have f(P,)cg(K). Therefore the function f satisfies the assumptions of lemma, too. Hence, there exists m>1 such that the inequalities (10) and (11) hold.
It is easy to see that £ = g" 1 (f(z)) = fiA)-a^ and so
Therefore, taking into consideration (10) and (11), we obtain the inequality (17) and the equality Proof. Suppose that there exists a point z* e P for which re f(z*) < 0. Then according to the condition re f(0) > 0 we can find P 0 c P such that z* 4 P 0 and r r 0 a rain re f(z).
Let re f(z) = mi n re f(z) = 0. zeP 0 r Because the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, we have la -f(&)l 2 Df(z)(z) < --2 re a '
Let v., = Df(z)(z), iu 2 = f(z), T = D 2 f(z)(z,z). Then for any function hetft (a,A) we obtain, according to (21 J, the following inequality
which is contradictory to (22). Therefore our supposition was false, which means that re f(z)>0 for z e P. Let us observe moreover that the set of functions f satisfying the condition (22) is non-empty; for example the function f(z) = a + a^z^ + ... + a n z n » re a > 0 belongs to this set if a^,...,a n are sufficiently small. These families of functions were considered by K.P.Bawrina in the paper [2] .
Prom the definitions of the families Ca, V^, Mj, and Na it follows that Observe at first that F s 1 belongs to the families Ca and V^ for ae<0,1). Let P be an arbitrary function of the family V^ and P £ 1. We put
Then fe Hp, f(0) = 1 and
Since F eVa we have re L(F(z))>a. Prom ( Finally, let us add that the inclusion N a cCy3 for ae< (v e <0,1 J and /J e <0, has been already proved by another method in [3] .
